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Introduction. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
monicity of any given unit morphism associated with an algebraic functor 
and its left adjoint. The direct verification of these conditions in specific 
cases can be somewhat subtle. However, a stronger set of sufficient con
ditions for monicity may be given which is easier to check directly. The 
latter conditions are still sufficiently general to provide a categorical 
form for the proof of the Birkhoff Witt theorem, closely related to 
Birkhoff's original proof [3], as well as one for the Schreier theorem on 
free products of groups with amalgamated subgroups [1], [5]. 

1. Necessary and sufficient conditions. We consider algebras defined 
by a set ti of operators and a set E of identities as in Mac Lane [4]. The 
diagram VU \ sé-+&-+&> j s called a standard diagram of algebras if 

1. sé, ^ and 3) are the categories of <Q, E), (Q', E') and ( Q \ E") 
algebras, respectively, with Q " c Q ' and E" <^E', and 

2. V is the forgetful functor on operators £}' — £}" and identities E'—E" 
and U is a functor commuting with the underlying set functors on s/ 
and £8. Note that U is not necessarily a functor forgetting part of £1 and 
E. 

We next describe a functor CF :^~>Grph associated to each pair 
consisting of a standard diagram VU of algebras and an adjunction 
(L, VU, (f)'):3->s/, where Grph is the category of directed graphs in 
the sense of [4]. Given G e \3iï\ the objects of the graph CV(G) are the 
elements of the underlying set \LVG\ of LVG and its arrows are described 
recursively by: 

1. ^ULVG(\VVG\X19 • • • , \rivG\Xn)-+\y'rG\<t>G(xi, • •*,*«) is an arrow 
if co is in the set Q' — Q," of operators forgotten by V and l^ rd- l^ l -^ 
\LVG\ is the set map underlying the unit r)'vo:VG-+VULVG of the 
adjunction {L, VU, <f>') and (xl9 • • • , xn) is an «-tuple of elements of 
\G\ for which œG(xl9 • • • , xn) is defined. 
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2. If d->e is an arrow of CV(G), then so is PLvo{dx, • • • , rf, • • • , dQ)-+ 
pLvo(di, • • • , e, • • • , da) for p an operator of arity q in Q and 
dl9 • • • , rft_l5 rfi+1, • • • , dq arbitrary elements of \LVG\. 

If p:G->G' is in âS, then CF(/?):CF(G)^Cy(G') is the graph morphism 
which is the function \LVP\:\LVG\->\LVG'\ on objects and is defined 
recursively on arrows in the obvious way. The purpose of condition 1 is 
to make r\ into a morphism for each operator of Q'. The graph is designed 
to impose an equivalence relation on \LVG\9 compatible with this require
ment on r\', so that the resulting equivalence classes inherit an (Q, E) alge
bra structure from LVG. 

The component class [X] of an object X of a category <€ (or a graph <ë) 
is the class of all objects Y which can be connected to X by a finite se
quence of morphisms (e.g. X-^X1<-X2->Y). We let C o m p ^ denote the 
collection of component classes. 

In the following theorem note that if VU is a standard diagram with 
2) the category of sets, then an adjunction (L, VU, <f>') :Sets->^ can be 
described easily by letting LX be the free (Q, E) algebra on the set X. 

THEOREM 1. Let VU'\s0->â3->giï be a standard diagram of algebras 
with given adjunction (L, VU, </>') : 2->sé. Then there is an adjunction 
(F, U, <f>) \3$-+$0 with the following specific properties'. 

(a) The underlying set of FG is Comp CV(G). 
(b) If p is an operator of arity n in O, then pFO is defined by 

PFG(ICI\> "' , [cn])= [PLVG(C19 • • • , cn)] where cl9 - • • , cn are members 
of the set \LVG\ of objects of the graph CV(G). 

(c) The unit morphism rjG:G^UFG of (F, U, <f>) has an underlying 
set map which is the composition [ ]\rjvoU where \r)vo\\\G\-+\LVG\ = 
Ob CV(G) is the set map underlying the unit rjVO\VG->VULVG of the 
adjunction (L, VU, </>') and [ ]: Ob CF(G)->Comp Cv(G)is the component 
function. 

Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Let Sv be a subgraph 
of CV(G) having the same objects \LVG\ and the same components as 
CV{G). Then Theorem 1 clearly remains valid upon substitution of Sv 

for CV(G) throughout. This allows us to "picture" the adjoint using a 
possibly smaller set of arrows than those present in CV(G). Accordingly 
we define a Vpicture of the adjoint F to U at G e \âS\ to be any quotient 
category ^ (in the sense of Mac Lane [4]) of the free category generated 
by such a subgraph Sv of CV(G). Theorem 1 is then valid upon substitu
tion of the underlying graph of a F picture ^ for CV(G) throughout. 
Two distinct examples of such V pictures are given in §3. 

Let ^ be a small subcategory of a category <% and let ^{^) be the 
power category of <S. The objects of ^ ( ^ ) are the subclasses of objects 
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of ^ and the morphisms are inclusions. The reduction functor 5?^:^o p-> 
0>(9) is defined by 

MgX == {A | A is an object of ^ and X -> A exists in ^ } 

with the obvious definition on morphisms. The subcategory ^ is reduced 
in ^ if &gA=z{A} for each 4̂ in the class | ^ | of ^ objects. An object 
X of ^ is ^ reducible if â?^X is nonempty. 

THEOREM 2. Let VU\sé->38-^S) j)e a standard diagram of algebras 
with given adjunction (L, VU, </>'):&-+£# and suppose that (F, U, <j>)\3#-+ 
se is the adjunction described in Theorem 1. Furthermore let *$ be any V 
picture of the adjoint F to U at G e\£§\. Then the unit morphism rj0:G-> 
UFG of (F, U, <f>) is monic if and only if the following hold: 

(a) The discrete subcategory ^ = rjvo{\G\) is reduced in ^ for r\yG the 
unit of (L, UV, </>'). 

(b) If [A]=[B] in Comp<*? with A,Be\@\, then &^A=&#B. 
(c) The unit morphism r\VG of (L, VU, <f>') is monic. 

2. Sufficient conditions. Let oY* be the preorder of nonnegative integers 
with n-+m iff n^rn. A rank functor for a category ^ is a functor R.^^JV 

with ROL?£ 1 whenever a ^ 1. Given an object X of <% let (Xfflp be the cate
gory whose objects are the nonidentity ^ morphisms of domain X and 
whose morphisms y :oc->/? are ^ morphisms for which yoc=j8. 

THEOREM 3. Let *€ be a category with rank functor given and suppose 
that *& is a subcategory reduced in *%. Then the following are equivalent'. 

(a) The categories (X/tf)^ are connected for each Xe | ^ | which is & 
reducible. 

(b) If [X]=[Y] in Comp^f, then ^^X=^^Y. Furthermore V(X, A) 
has at most one element for each pair (X, A) with XE \(ë\ and Ae\&\. 

THEOREM 4. Let VU:£/->&^>@ be a standard diagram of algebras 
given together with adjunctions (L, VU, §')\3)-*stf and (F, U, <f>):âS-^s/ 
described as in Theorem 1. Then the unit morphism r\Q.G-+UFG of 
(F, U, </>) is monic provided there exists a V picture ^ of the adjoint F 
to U at G f or which the following conditions hold'. 

(a) %> has a rank functor. 
(b) The discrete subcategory ^=r)vo(\G\) is reduced in ^ for r}VG the 

unit of(L, VU,<f>'). 
(c) The categories (Xfâ)^ are connected for each Xs\(&\ which is 

@ reducible. 
(d) The unit morphism r\yG of (L, VU, </>') is monic. 
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3. Applications. A theorem of Schreier states that if 

is a pushout diagram in the category of groups with ix and t2 inclusion 
mappings, then a and ft are monomorphisms. This may be proved using 
Theorem 4 as follows. Let G be the disjoint union of the sets underlying 
X and Y with common subset S identified and a • b defined in G by its X or 
Y value if both a, be X or a,b e Y, otherwise a • b is undefined. Then G 
is an object of the category 3% of sets with a partially defined binary opera
tion. Clearly ÔL1:S->X->G and yi2 :5-> Y->G are the sides of a pushout 
diagram in 3S for ô and y the inclusions, and it is sufficient to show G is 
embeddable in a group. Let VU:s/->^->SQts be the standard diagram 
with se the category of semigroups and U forgetful. Theorems 1, 2, and 
4 remain valid when & and 2 (but not ^ / ) are categories of partially 
defined algebras. The graph CV(G) has elements of the free semigroup 
on | G | as objects and arrows of the form (al9 • • • , an)-+(al9 • • • , ai • 
fli+i» " ' ' > öw) f ° r fl* * # m defined in G and « > 1 . We choose as V picture 
the preorder ^ which is a quotient of the free category on CV(G). The only 
nontrivial condition of Theorem 4 is the verification that for X=(al9 • • • , 
an) & reducible, any two CV(G) arrows with domain X considered as 
objects of (X/^)^, can be connected in (Xffî)^. This is true for the particu
lar G described (but not all objects of £%) and shows G embeddable in a 
semigroup FG, which turns out to be a group from the way G is defined. 

The classical Birkhoff Witt theorem states that every Lie algebra G 
which is free as a K module can be embedded in its universal associative 
algebra FG. This may be proved from Theorem 4 by verifying its con
ditions for the following V picture ^ of the adjoint F to U at G, where 
VU: s/->J£?-+ModK is the standard diagram with sé and .JSf the categories 
of associative and Lie algebras over K, respectively, and multiplication 
[a, b]—a • 6—b • a in UA defined from that in A. We let ^ be the preorder 
which is a quotient of the free category on the following subgraph Sv 

of CV(G). The objects of Sv are the elements of the free K module LVG 
on all finite strings xh • • • xin of elements from a basis (x^iei of the free 
K module VG. Given a well ordering of / we let the arrows of Sv be those 
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of the form 

^iXix ' ' ' *in "T a ""*" KiXix ' ' ' Xij+iX^ ' • • Xin 

+ kiXtl • • • [xij9 xij+1] • • • xin + a 

for ij+1<ij, ki e K, and a any element of LVG (not involving xix • • • ^ ). 
The crucial step of Theorem 4 is the verification that (X/tf)^ is connected 
for each & reducible object X of c€. This comes down to showing that for 
c<b<a in I the objects 

P'XaXbXc —> XbXaXc + L^a' ^öi-^c 

and 
y>XaXhXc —> ^ a ^ c ^ ö "T -^al^ô' Xcl 

can be connected in ((xaxbxc)/tf)&. This is done by further reduction of 
the ranges of /? and y and use of Jacobi identity and the identity 
[x, y] = — [y, #]. Details will appear elsewhere. 
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